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Abstract
An uninformed sender chooses a publicly observable experiment and sends a
message to a receiver after privately learning the experimental outcome. To design the optimal experiment, the sender faces a tension between acquiring more
information and alleviating the conflict of interest. In the benchmark model,
the optimal experiment generates a conclusive signal (conclusive good news)
about the state in which the two parties’ interests coincide. When the choice of
experiment is not publicly observable and the sender cannot commit to it, an
informative equilibrium exists if and only if there exists an equilibrium where
the sender chooses to become perfectly informed.
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Introduction

Starting from Crawford and Sobel (1982), many papers analyze how a biased sender
(he) can gain from strategic communication with an uninformed receiver (she). Much
of this literature assumes that the sender has perfect information about the state of
world; equivalently, an uninformed sender is presumed to conduct a fully-revealing
experiment before transmitting information to the receiver. In this paper, we incorporate the sender’s optimal choice of information structure at the pre-communication
stage to address the following questions: Would it make a difference if the sender can
choose what to learn about the payoff-relevant state? If so, what would be the optimal experiment and how would the choice of experiment affect strategic information
transmission? To what extent can the receiver benefit from the conveyed information
given that the sender has full control over information acquisition? Specifically, we
focus on arbitrary state-dependent preferences for both the sender and the receiver.
We assume that, while the choice of experiment is publicly observable, the outcome
of the experiment is privately learned by the sender, who sends a cheap talk message
to the receiver, who then takes an action. Therefore, one can also interpret this game
within the framework of Bayesian persuasion (Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011)) where
we relax the sender’s commitment to revealing the true information outcomes.
Communication loss is commonly incurred in cheap talk games where the sender’s
private information is exogenous. This is because the sender’s bias incentivizes him to
misreport his private information, resulting in the receiver rationally discounting his
message. However we can recover the credibility of truthful disclosure (full communication) if the sender can endogenously choose how much information to acquire. In
particular, instead of acquiring more information and then coarsening it at disclosure,
the sender can simply acquire the same net amount of information and disclose it
truthfully.1
Among all the experiments that are credible for full communication, which one is the
best for the sender? In other words, how does the choice of information structure
affect the sender’s payoff? Lipnowski and Ravid (2019) provides an elegant analysis
of this problem when the sender’s preferences depend solely on the receiver’s action
and are not affected by the state (the case of transparent motives), using the quasiconcave closure to characterize the highest achievable payoff for the sender.2 Their
1

Pei (2015), Deimen and Szalay (2019) also show that full communication can be generated, but
they make restrictions on the payoff functions and technologies of information acquisition.
2
Despite that Lipnowski and Ravid (2019) actually consider cheap talk where the sender privately
knows the true state and they interpret the sender’s disclosure policy as the information structure.
With transparent motives, their analysis is applicable to cases where an uninformed sender commits
to an experiment and sends a message to a receiver after privately learning the experimental outcome.
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analysis, however, does not generalize to situations where the sender’s preferences
over receiver’s action depends on the state of the world—the case of state-dependent
preferences being considered in this paper. Suppose, for example, a financial analyst
(sender) prefers that his client (receiver) allocates all her resources to a risky asset if it
is indeed profitable (state 0), but only allocate a small fraction of resources if the risky
asset is unprofitable (state 1). The first role of information structure in this context is
to provide the sender with valuable information about the payoff-relevant state, so that
he can make more desirable recommendations. Furthermore, the degree of alignment
(or conflict) over the two parties’ interests may vary by state. In state 0, analyst and
investor’s interests are aligned in that they both want to direct all resources to the risky
asset. In state 1, the analyst still prefers investing a non-zero fraction of resources into
the risky asset for his own bias (e.g., to earn commission), while the investor prefers
zero investment. Therefore, the second role of information structure is to control the
extent to which the sender and receiver’s interests are aligned. While selecting the
optimal choice of information structure, the sender faces a tension between acquiring
more information and alleviating the conflict of interest.
In the benchmark model with binary state space, we focus on a specific scenario in
which the sender and the receiver share the same ideal action in one state (state 0)
and disagree on the optimal action in another state (state 1). This one-sided common
interest in state 0 can also be seen in many other applications, such as the relationship
between manager and shareholder, think tank and policymaker, doctor and patient,
news media and its audience, etc. Except for this common interest, we allow for
arbitrary preferences and action space. This paper shows that it is optimal for the
sender to design an experiment that generates a conclusive signal about the state where
both parties’ interests coincide. In the analyst-investor example, an experiment that
fully reveals state 0 would generate a bad signal in state 1 with probability 1, and would
generate a good signal or a bad signal in state 0. This means that a good signal can
only be generated in state 0 with probability less than 1.3 In other words, in spite of
choosing an optimal experiment, and even if the risky asset is indeed profitable, there
is still a positive chance that the investor is recommended not to direct all resources
to the good risky asset.
This seemingly counter-intuitive result is driven by two forces: (1) a more informative
experiment would allow the sender to make better use of the information; and (2) an
experiment that fully reveals the common-interest state would align the two parties’
interests ex post. More specifically, when the sender considers acquiring more information, he has to foresee the degree of conflict conditional on all possible future beliefs.
3

This holds as long as the optimal experiment does not fully reveal the bad state, which is usually
true.
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For example, acquiring perfect information about the risky asset is suboptimal. Because with positive probability state 1 could be realized, and the conflict of interest in
state 1 would restrain the sender from effectively using his information, e.g., he cannot
persuade the receiver to take his ideal action when state 1 is fully revealed.
Building on this result of conclusive good news, it is easy to pin down the optimal
experiment using a geometric approach. In the last part of this paper, we also discuss a model where the sender has no commitment power in the selection of experiments, which can be interpreted as the sender having full control over manipulating
the probability of generating different signal realizations. We show that focusing on
a fully-revealing experiment is without loss of generality; i.e., an informative equilibrium exists if only if there exists an informative equilibrium with a perfectly informed
sender. This rationalizes the assumption in the literature on cheap talk, where the
sender typically has perfect information about the true state.
Related Literature
There is a growing literature exploring information acquisition in strategic communication. Most of these papers assume specific utility functions and make restrictions
on information structure. Argenziano et al. (2016) discuss strategic communication
with costly information acquisition, where the information structure is restricted to
different numbers of binary trials. Deimen and Szalay (2019) assume the state space is
two-dimensional. They find that when the sender can commit to a normal information
structure, it is optimal for him to acquire information of equal use to both himself and
the receiver, which endogenously aligns their interests. Additionally, Kosenko (2018)
and Strulovici (2017) discuss mediator problems in which, after the sender acquires
information, a mediator with different preferences can garble the information.
This paper is in line with the approach of Bayesian persuasion (Kamenica and Gentzkow
(2011), Dworczak and Martini (2018)) and the recent literature where the full commitment assumption is relaxed. Guo and Shmaya (2018) examine the situation where
the sender can manipulate the information structure at a cost which is related to the
nature of the distortion. Di Tillio et al. (2017) investigate the persuasion outcome
if the researcher is able to manipulate the experiment with private information, such
as in deliberate assignment of treatment and control groups. Lipnowski et al. (2018)
discuss the situation where the sender has private type on ability to fake information outcomes, concluding that the receiver could benefit from a less credible sender in
terms of attaining more precise information. Tan and Nguyen (2019) consider Bayesian
persuasion where the sender publicly designs an experiment and reports a message to
Receiver at a cost which depends on the experimental outcomes. Alonso and Camara
(2018) study information design problems where information tempering is detectable
4

by the receiver, and how the receiver’s audit probability affects the sender’s choice of
experiment. In contrast to these papers, my paper discusses two extreme cases: (1)
full commitment on information design and no commitment on disclosure; and (2) no
commitment on information design and no commitment on disclosure.
The paper closest to this one is Lipnowski and Ravid (2019), which considers information design when there is no commitment on disclosure for the case where sender has
transparent motives. With transparent motives, the sender’s preferences are the same
regardless of his private information. Hence, if he strictly prefers one message under
some belief, he also prefers the same message across all other beliefs. Their model
therefore requires the sender to be indifferent among different messages. However,
with state-dependent payoff functions, the sender strategically chooses an experiment
to shape his future preferences, and hence it is possible to have non-binding incentive constraints in equilibrium. In Section 2, we provide a simple example to illustrate
how state-dependent preferences influence communication and the optimal information
structure.
This paper is also related to Pei (2015), which discusses a cheap talk game where
the sender can acquire, at a cost, information that is unobserved by the receiver. He
adopts linear quadratic utility and restricts the information structure to finite partitions. The results show that, when the cost is sufficiently high, an upwardly biased
sender conveys more precise information when recommending higher action. My paper establishes this result with costless information acquisition. The major difference
is that Pei (2015) focuses on unobservable information structure, emphasizing the
sender’s incentive constraints from deviating to a more informative information structure. On the other hand, the purpose of my paper is to determine which information
structure is better, conditional on the receiver’s decision endogenously depending on
sender’s choice of experiment. My last result (no commitment on experiment) can be
interpreted as the limit case of Pei (2015) when the information cost becomes zero.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a simple
example. Section 3 discusses the model setup. Section 4 gives the optimal experiment
where the sender can commit to it. Section 5 characterizes the optimal experiment
where the sender cannot commit to the experiment. Section 6 concludes.
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An Example

To understand how state-dependent preferences influence communication, consider
the analyst-investor example. The binary state is ω ∈ {0, 1}, where state 0 (state 1)
represents good (bad) state where the risky asset is profitable (unprofitable). Both
analyst (sender) and investor (receiver) share a common prior µ0 (ω = 1) = 0.5. Here,
5

the investor can choose from three different portfolios, {a1 , a2 , a3 }, where a1 directs all
her resources to the risky asset (full investment), a2 allocates half of her resources to
risky asset (partial investment), and a3 represents zero risky investment. The timeline
proceeds as follows: the analyst conducts a free experiment to acquire information
about the risky asset’s profitability, after which he sends a message to the investor,
who then takes an action. For the investor, given her preference,4 her decision rule can
be reduced to a mapping from belief to action: if µ ≤ 0.4, she prefers full investment
a1 ; if µ ∈ (0.4, 0.8], she prefers partial investment a2 ; and if µ > 0.8, she optimally
chooses zero investment a3 . In Figure 1, the horizontal axis represents both parties’
beliefs (about the probability of the bad state occurring), and the action written below
the solid line is investor’s optimal choice conditional on her belief.
(1) Transparent motives
First, consider an analyst whose preferences are state-independent (transparent motives). He obtains the payoffs (4, 3, 0) from actions {a1 , a2 , a3 } (shown as the number
written above the solid line in Figure 1). To shed some light on how information design
affects communication and equilibrium outcome, consider two particular experiments,
X: (0,0.8) and Y: (0.4,0.8), where each experiment is defined as a pair of posterior
beliefs.5

Figure 1: State-independent payoffs
If the analyst can commit to both information structure and truthful disclosure of
information outcomes, the standard concavification argument suggests that Y is the
optimal experiment, since the analyst can generate full investment (a1 ) more often
with Y than with X. However, in my setting where the sender’s report is cheap talk,
neither of these experiments is incentive compatible for truthful disclosure. With X, for
4

For example, the investor’s payoffs from actions {a1 , a2 , a3 } are (10, 8, 0) in state 0 and (−5, −2, 0)
in state 1. When relevant, the investor is assumed to break a tie in the sender’s favor.
5
Following the literature, an experiment can be defined by a distribution of posterior beliefs. With
binary state space, the pair of posterior beliefs is enough to pin down an experiment. We can also
define an experiment by the conditional distribution of signals over state space. Denote π(s|ω) as the
probability that signal s is generated under state ω. In this example, we can equate the signal s to the
posterior belief, and the signal distribution of X is: πX (0|0) = 0.75, πX (0.8|0) = 0.25, πX (0|1) = 0
and πX (0.8|1) = 1. The signal distribution of Y is: πY (0.4|0) = 0.9, πY (0.8|0) = 0.1, πY (0.4|1) = 0.6
and πY (0.8|1) = 0.4.
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example, the analyst would want to report a belief of 0 to induce the investor to choose
full investment (a1 ) regardless of the signal he obtains. However, the investor would
rationally infer from the analyst’s temptation to misreport to ignore his message.
Therefore, with transparent motives, if information transmission is cheap talk, the
analyst cannot achieve a payoff higher than babbling.6
(2) State-dependent preferences
Now, consider an analyst whose preferences vary across states (shown in Figure 2).
When the risky asset is indeed good (state 0), the analyst’s preferences are the same
as with transparent motives: the greater the risky investment, the better. When the
risky asset is bad (state 1), zero risky investment is still least preferable to him, as it
yields no commission. Yet, due to reputation concerns, he becomes more conservative
on investment choice and prefers partial investment to full investment. His utility from
different actions under different states is written above the solid line.

Figure 2: State-dependent payoffs
Building on these preferences, both experiments X and Y are incentive compatible for
truthful disclosure if the investor relies on the analyst’s reports.7 For example, when
the analyst performs Y and obtains belief 0.8, he gets utility 3 from reporting the true
information outcome, which is larger than the utility 0.8 × 2 + 0.2 × 4 = 2.4 from
mis-reporting the unrealized belief 0.4.
Note that when the state is good, the analyst benefits from getting full investment
(a1 ) more often. But when the state is bad, he prefers to have less frequent full investment. This is where the information value comes in. Performing a more informative
experiment allows the sender to make better use of the information. In other words,
he can make recommendations given a more precise belief. Recall that Y generates full
6

Lipnowski and Ravid (2019) show that the highest ex-ante payoff the sender can achieve is 3,
which is the same as in the babbling equilibrium. However, they also show that there could be
informative equilibrium. For example, if the receiver does not break a tie in sender’s favor and takes
a2 given belief 0.4, then experiment Y is incentive compatible.
7
As long as the sender’s utility of a1 conditional on state 1 is within [1.5,2.75], both experiments
X and Y are incentive compatible for truthful disclosure.
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investment more often than X under both states. Hence, the analyst prefers Y over X
if the state is 0, while he prefers X over Y if the state is 1. In particular, conditional
on the state being 0, the sender’s utility from X is 0.75 × 4 + 0.25 × 3 = 3.75,8 which is
smaller than his utility from Y, 0.9 × 4 + 0.1 × 3 = 3.9. In contrast, if the state is 1, the
sender obtains utility 3 from X, which is larger than his utility 0.6 × 2 + 0.4 × 3 = 1.2
from Y. In total, X outperforms Y. In fact, X turns out to be the optimal experiment
in this example,9 and it fully reveals state 0 with positive probability.
By performing X, the ex-ante probability of investor taking a1 (0.375) is smaller than
the ex-ante probability of good state (0.5). This seemingly counter-intuitive result
for one thing is caused by the information value. Intuitively, by performing X, the
analyst knows for sure that full investment is optimal if he obtains a belief of 0. In
comparison, performing Y would yield a belief of 0.4, which would render the optimal
recommendation of full investment to be inappropriate 40 percent of the time. For
another thing, to ensure the optimality of conclusive good news (fully revealing state
0), there is one crucial assumption under this payoff structure: the full alignment of
interests (one-sided common interest) in state 0 (i.e., the analyst and investor both
prefer full investment when the risky asset is good). This ensures that, when the
analyst indeed reveals state 0, that part of information can be effectively utilized since
the investor’s best response is also full investment. In other words, the experiment
that fully reveals state 0 provides the analyst with both information value and a better
alignment of interests. In contrast, fully revealing state 1 cannot be optimal: although
it provides more information, the information value can be offset by the two parties’
conflicting interests in state 1, since the investor’s optimal choice in state 1 gives the
worst payoff to the analyst.

3

Setting

This model describes a general cheap talk game where an uninformed sender (Sender)
can first acquire information and then release information to a receiver (Receiver). In
particular, we focus on situations where Sender has state-dependent preferences. The
state space is finite with a typical element, ω ∈ Ω. Initially, Sender and Receiver share
common prior belief µ0 ∈ ∆Ω. The game consists of two stages. In the first stage,
Sender designs an information structure and conducts it with no cost. The information
structure (or the experiment) {π(·|ω)}ω∈Ω is a distribution of signal realizations s ∈ S
in each state. In the main part of this paper, π is assumed to be publicly observable, or
equivalently, Sender can commit to π. In the second stage, Sender privately observes
8

This is calculated given the signal distribution in footnote 5.
X is the optimal experiment in this example since it is the most informative one that can credibly
induce a1 and a2 in equilibrium.
9
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the signal realization and then sends a cheap talk message m ∈ M to Receiver, after
which Receiver chooses her action, a ∈ A. Note that Sender’s disclosure policy can be
viewed as an information structure, {δ(·|s)}s∈S , which is a distribution of messages for
each signal realization. Therefore, a disclosure policy can be regarded as a garbling
matrix, which describes how the outcome of experiment π gets “garbled” in a way that
is independent of the state (Blackwell and Girshick (1979), Börgers (2009)). Note that
disclosure coarsens the experiment.
Let u : ∆A × Ω → R be Sender’s utility and ur : A × Ω → R be that of Receiver.10
After Sender chooses π and observes the signal realization, he chooses a disclosure
policy σ : Π × S → ∆M . Receiver then chooses a decision rule ρ : Π × M → ∆A. The
belief system is µr : Π × M → ∆Ω. A perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) consists of
three maps:
1. σ(π, s) is supported on maxm∈M Eω [u(ρ(π, m), ω)|µs (π, s)], where µs (π, s) is Sender’s
posterior belief after observing signal s.
2. ρ(π, m) is supported on maxa∈A Eω [ur (a, ω)|µr (π, m)].
3. µr (π, m) is obtained from µ0 , given π, σ, using Bayesian rule whenever possible.
To simplify the exposition, we omit the notation for π when it does not cause ambiguity.
The belief system can be reduced to:
µr (m) =

X
S

Pr(s)δ(m|s)
P
µs (s)
S Pr(s)δ(m|s)

(BC)

P
where Pr(s) = Ω π(s|ω)µ0 (ω) is the ex-ante probability that signal s is generated.
Apparently, Receiver’s posterior belief is a weighted average over Sender’s posterior
beliefs. We focus on Sender-preferred PBE,11 and use π ∗ to denote the optimal information structure in this equilibrium. Usually, the message space is rich. It can contain
recommendations of actions, and mixtures over actions or beliefs. Denote v(µs , α(µr ))
as Sender’s expected payoff when his posterior belief is µs and Receiver’s belief is µr .
v(µs , α(µr )) := Eω [u(α(µr ), ω)|µs ]
s.t. α(µr ) ∈ ∆(arg max Eω [ur (a, ω)|µr ])
a∈A

When Receiver is indifferent between two actions, she may need to employ a mixed
strategy to ensure the existence of informative equilibrium (Lipnowski and Ravid,
2019). To gain tractability, let {µr : ∃ a 6= a0 s.t. a, a0 ∈ arg maxa∈A Eω [ur (a, ω)|µr ]}
10

The different domains for Sender and Receiver utility functions are solely to simplify later statements.
11
In particular, Sender chooses the equilibrium that gives him the highest ex-ante payoff.
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be finite. Note that when Sender’s payoffs are state-dependent, the order of Sender’s
preferences over different actions may vary. Therefore when we say Receiver breaks
indifference in Sender’s favor, it means that she takes action α̂(µr ), where
α̂(µ) = arg max v(µ, α(µ))
α(µ)

Denote v̂(µ) := v(µ, α̂(µ)) as Sender’s expected payoff given that both parties’ beliefs
coincide and Receiver breaks ties in Sender’s favor.12 In strategic environment, though
we are focusing on Sender-preferred PBE, assuming this particular tie-breaking rule
is not without loss of generality: the restricted tie-breaking rule would shrink the set
of incentive compatible experiments. Hence, to clarify, we state and prove our results
by allowing arbitrary tie-breaking rule, and when we use α̂ instead of α, it is proved
to be without loss.
Following the literature, we adopt a belief-based approach. An experiment π is equivalent to a distribution of posterior belief, F ∈ ∆∆Ω. The disclosure policy Sender uses
is to garble the information structure F . Denote G ∈ ∆∆Ω as the distribution of Receiver’s posterior belief. Hence, in equilibrium, G is a garbling of F . The belief-based
approach allows us to focus on the equilibrium outcomes. Formally, an equilibrium
outcome is a triplet, (F, G, v) ∈ ∆∆Ω × ∆∆Ω × R that can be narrowed down to
(G, v),13 as long as (G, v) is induced by an equilibrium.
Claim 1. For any fixed σ and α, Sender’s expected payoff can be directly pinned down
by the distribution of Receiver’s posterior belief G induced by (BC):
X
X
X
Pr(s)
δ(m|s)v(µs (s), α(µr (m))) =
Pr(µr )v(µr , α(µr ))
(1)
S

M

supp(G)

where Pr(µr ) is the probability mass of Receiver’s posterior belief. This result depends
on the fact that Sender’s expected payoff is linear in his belief for any fixed action of
Receiver. A formal proof is given in the Appendix. Claim 1 implies that the sufficient
statistic to calculate Sender’s ex-ante payoff is the net information content that can be
conveyed to Receiver, which is just the distribution of Receiver’s posterior belief G. In
other words, Sender can get the same ex-ante payoff by choosing a more informative
experiment and meanwhile garbling it more, as long as the garbling (disclosure) is
incentive compatible and G remains the same.
Definition: If F = G for some equilibrium, we call it a full communication (truthtelling) equilibrium. Otherwise, we call it a pooling equilibrium.
Lemma 1. For any pooling equilibrium where F 6= G, there always exists a full communication equilibrium with F 0 = G in which Sender obtains the same expected payoff.
12
13

This is defined the same way as in Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011).
Note that for (F, G, v), v is calculated by v(µs , α(µr )). For (G, v), v is obtained by v(µ, α(µ)).
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To see this, we want to show that the experiment G is incentive compatible for truthful
disclosure. In the original pooling equilibrium, each belief µj in the support of G is a
weighted average over the set of beliefs {µi } in the support of F such that a Sender of
type µi would recommend µj with positive probability. Because preferences are linear
in beliefs, if a type-µi Sender would weakly prefer to recommend µj , therefore a typeµj Sender would also weakly prefer to report µj . Thus, experiment G is credible for a
truth-telling equilibrium. Given Claim 1, by performing experiment G and disclosing
the true information outcomes, Sender achieves the same ex-ante payoff.
Note that Lemma 1 holds regardless of whether Sender’s preferences are state-dependent
or not. One can see the crucial role that information design plays in cheap talk games:
Sender endogenously designs the “right” experiment to align his interest with Receiver,
so that he can always truthfully report the outcome he learns from the experiment.
Communication loss is eliminated by the freedom of information acquisition.
With Lemma 1, Sender’s optimization problem becomes the following.
sup EF [v(µ, α(µ))]
F,α

s.t.

F is Bayesian plausible
v(µ, α(µ)) ≥ v(µ, α(µ0 )), ∀µ, µ0 ∈ supp(F )

4

(BP)
(IC)

Benchmark: One-sided Common Interest

In this section, we focus on binary state space ω ∈ {0, 1} and let µ = Pr(ω = 1).
Additionally, we discuss a particular group of preferences: Sender and Receiver having
one-sided common interest in one state.
Definition: Sender has one-sided common interest with Receiver in state 0 if
v(0, α(0)) ≥ v(0, α(µr )), ∀µr ∈ [0, 1], α(·).
Without loss of generality, we focus on the case in which Sender and Receiver have
one-sided common interest in state 0. The argument is symmetric if they have common
interest in state 1. This definition says that, when Sender privately knows the true
state is 0, he prefers Receiver to hold the same belief as his when making her decision,
regardless of her tie-breaking rule. Essentially, if α(0) is unique, then when the true
state is 0, Sender’s ideal action is indeed Receiver’s optimal decision. Note that when
we assume one-sided common interest in state 0, we implicitly allow for a conflict of
interests at any belief µ 6= 0, (i.e., Sender may prefer Receiver’s posterior to depart
from his as long as he is not sure that the state is 0).
11

There are many applications that fit this assumption. In addition to the analystinvestor example in Section 2, consider a doctor and a patient. If the patient’s condition is severe, both parties would prefer an invasive treatment, whereas if the conditions
are relatively mild, the doctor may prefer to prescribe tests that are not necessary from
the patient’s point of view. To give another example, the shareholder and manager
of a corporation prefer the same project if one dominates the others in terms of both
net present value and capital intensity; otherwise, the shareholder prefers the project
with largest net present value and the manager prefers the one with highest capital
intensity (Armstrong and Vickers, 2010). One may also note that this one-sided common interest in state 0 can be implied by downward bias. Suppose the action space is
A = [0, 1]. If Receiver’s ideal action is equal to the expected state, while Sender has
quadratic loss utility and is biased towards an action lower than the expected state,
then both Sender and Receiver would prefer action 0 when the true state is 0.
For the main result of this paper, I make some regularity assumptions on Sender’s
preferences.
A 1. inf α v(µs , α(µr )) and supα v(µs , α(µr )) are weakly quasi-concave in µr for µs ∈
[0, 1].
A 10 . If for some µs and α(·) such that v(µs , α(µr )) is a constant for all µr ∈ [µ0 , µ00 ],
then α(µr ) is the same for all µr ∈ [µ0 , µ00 ].
A 2. supα v(µs , α(µr )) is upper-semi continuous in µr and inf α v(µs , α(µr )) is lowersemi continuous in µr . Both have finitely many one-sided jumps.
A1 is to ensure Sender’s preference v(µs , α(·)) is well-ordered on µr for all feasible tie-breaking rules. A10 is stronger than weak quasi-concavity, but weaker than
strict quasi-concavity.14 A2 is simply a regularity condition (Dworczak and Martini,
2018). Consider a linear quadratic model with A = [0, 1]. Suppose Receiver’s utility
is ur (a, ω) = −(ω − a)2 and Sender’s utility is u(a, ω) = −(ω − a − b)2 , where b > 0
means downward bias. All the assumptions are satisfied in this example.
Proposition 1. (Conclusive good news) Suppose Sender and Receiver have one-sided
common interest in state 0 and A1, A10 and A2 are satisfied. If there exists an equilibrium in which Sender gets a payoff strictly higher than with babbling, then it is optimal
to design an experiment that generates conclusive news about state 0:
π ∗ (s = 0|ω = 0) > 0, π ∗ (s = 1|ω = 1) = 1
Appendix B provides an analysis of the problem without assuming A10 . The main result still
holds: an incentive compatible experiment that generates conclusive good news dominates any other
incentive compatible experiment.
14

12

Proof. First note that it is without loss to consider binary signal structure. The reason
is that if there exists a full communication equilibrium which induces n > 2 posterior
beliefs, there are two beliefs in this set of n beliefs such that the convex combination
of the payoffs from these two beliefs is weakly higher than the convex combination
of the payoffs from the n beliefs. Then to prove the optimality of conclusive good
news, we follow two steps. Step 1: If for some experiment Y : (µ1 , µ2 ), there exists a
full communication equilibrium in which Sender gets strictly higher payoff than with
babbling, we can construct a new experiment X : (0, µ2 ) without violating Sender’s
incentive constraints. Step 2: We prove that X dominates Y . Hence, it is optimal to
design an experiment that fully reveals state 0. Later on, we use πX and πY if needed
to call attention to the experiment’s signal structure.
For Step 1, the following inequality shows that reporting µ2 is incentive compatible
when the outcome of experiment X is µ2 :
v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) ≥ (µ2 , α(µ1 )) ≥ v(µ2 , α(0))

(2)

The first inequality in weak form follows from the incentive compatibility of the original
experiment Y . However, if v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) = v(µ2 , α(µ1 )) and v(µ2 , α(µ)) is a constant for
all µ ∈ [µ1 , µ2 ], A10 implies that Receiver takes the same action when holding beliefs
µ1 , µ2 , or µ0 ∈ [µ1 , µ2 ], and therefore experiment Y cannot be strictly more profitable
than babbling. This shows that the first inequality of (2) is strict, or if it is weak,
there exists a µ ∈ (µ1 , µ2 ) such that v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) = v(µ2 , α(µ1 )) < v(µ2 , α(µ)). The
second inequality then follows from the first and from quasi-concavity of v(µ2 , α(·))
(A1). Furthermore, one-sided common interest in state 0 implies
v(0, α(0)) ≥ v(0, α(µ2 ))

(3)

Equations (2) and (3) show that experiment X is incentive compatible.
Step 3 needs to show that X dominates Y in terms of Sender’s ex-ante payoff. With
slight abuse of notation, let yk denote the signal in experiment πY and let xj denote
the signal in πX . Note that, since X : (0, µ2 ) is more informative than Y : (µ1 , µ2 ), we
can then write down a garbling matrix B such that πX B = πY . Matrix B describes
how the outcome of experiment X is garbled to yield the outcome of experiment Y. In
particular, each element bjk represents the probability of generating yk when obtaining
P
xj , and thus k bjk = 1. Because Sender’s posterior µ2 does not change between
obtaining x2 and y2 , it must be the case that y2 only contains information from x2 ,
and hence b12 = 0. Besides, µ(x1 ) < µ(y1 ) < µ(x2 ) means that y1 is generated by both
x1 and x2 with strictly positive probability.
y1
x1
x2

y2

!
b11 = 1 b12 = 0
b21 > 0 b22 > 0
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(B)

P
Pr(x )
Denote cjk = bjk Pr(ykj ) . For each k, we have
j cjk = 1. Sender’s posterior after
observing yk is a weighted average over the posteriors of xj such that bjk > 0, with
the weight being cjk .15 Therefore, µ1 = c11 (0) + c21 (µ2 ), and
v(µ1 , α(µ1 )) = c11 v(0, α(µ1 )) + c21 v(µ2 , α(µ1 ))
≤ c11 v(0, α(0)) + c21 v(µ2 , α(µ2 ))

(4)

where the equality follows from the linearity of v(·, α(µ1 )). The inequality comes from:
(1) Sender and Receiver have one-sided common interest in state 0; and (2) reporting
µ2 rather than µ1 is incentive compatible when µ2 is observed under experiment Y .
Furthermore, because c12 = 0 and c22 = 1, the following holds trivially:
v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) = c12 v(0, α(0)) + c22 v(µ2 , α(µ2 ))

(5)

From (4) and (5), we have:
v(µ(yk ), α(µ(yk ))) ≤

X

cjk v(µ(xj ), α(µ(xj ))), k = 1, 2

j

Multiplying both sides by Pr(yk ) and summing over k, we have that Sender receives
weakly higher expected payoff from choosing X over Y.
X

Pr(yk )v(µ(yk ), α(µ(yk ))) ≤

X

Pr(xj )v(µ(xj ), α(µ(xj )))

j

k

In single-agent decision-making, the agent’s value function is convex in his belief.
Therefore, acquiring more information allows the agent to make better decisions. This
is not generally true in strategic environments. The major issue is that Receiver’s
action could depend on Sender’s choice of information structure. Therefore, a more
informative experiment could make Sender worse off if Receiver takes an action unfavorable to Sender when more information is revealed. Hence, while determining
the optimal information structure, Sender faces a tension between acquiring more information and alleviating the conflict of interest. On the one hand, Sender can take
advantage of more information by making more precise recommendations (information
value). On the other hand, the information structure is used to control the extent to
which the two parties’ interests are aligned. Essentially it could be geared coarsely (or
precisely) to reduce conflict of interest.
The key to the proof of Proposition 1 is inequality (4), for which we consider Figure
3. Loosely speaking, we construct X by splitting the belief µ1 obtained under Y into
a pair of more spread beliefs, 0 and µ2 , obtained under X. When Sender performs
15

For any state ω, we have Pr(ω) Pr(yk |ω) =
gives this result.

P

j bjk
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Pr(xj |ω) Pr(ω). Dividing both sides by Pr(yk )

Y and induces the belief µ1 , Receiver takes action α(µ1 ). By splitting µ1 into 0 and
µ2 , Sender can induce Receiver to take α(µ2 ), which is a better action for Sender
under his posterior belief µ2 , as shown by the blue arrow. In other words, having
more information would allow Sender to make more precise recommendations in stead
of pooling µ(x1 ) and µ(x2 ) together to make one single recommendation. Therefore,
Sender will achieve a weakly positive payoff from obtaining more information while
fixing Receiver’s action space. Moreover, when Sender indeed conducts X, Receiver’s
best response also changes due to the new information structure. In particular, when
conclusive good news is revealed, Receiver chooses α(0), which is precisely the action
that Sender prefers when he confirms that the true state is 0. Therefore, by revealing
the state of one-sided common interest, Sender would gain additional value, shown by
the green arrow.

Figure 3: Conclusive good news
A symmetric argument, however, would not hold for conclusive news about state 1.
For example, if we fix µ1 and split µ2 into µ1 and 1, Sender is still better off in terms
of information value: when he holds belief µ1 , he can recommend a superior action
α(µ1 ) in stead of inducing α(µ2 ). On the other hand, if state 1 were fully revealed,
there could be a loss from conflict of interest in state 1. If v(1, α(1)) is substantially
lower than v(1, α(µ2 )), the experiment that fully reveals state 1 would be suboptimal.
Furthermore, note that Proposition 1 only implies that experiment (0, µ2 ) is better
than (µ1 , µ2 ). It is not necessarily true that any (µ01 , µ2 ) with µ01 < µ1 dominates
(µ1 , µ2 ). In other words, Sender’s payoff is not necessarily monotone when having
more information about state 0, although this monotonicity may be obtained with
a stronger assumption, such as “downward bias.” 16 Intuitively, when Sender has a
consistent incentive to under-represent information, he wants to decrease Receiver’s
belief. The credible way to reduce Receiver’s belief is to design an experiment that
generates a more conclusive signal about the state 0.
Denote µ∗ (µs ) = arg maxµr minα v(µs , α(µr )). Suppose that inf µ∗ (µs ) ≤ µs for all µs ∈ [0, 1]
and inf µ∗ (µs ) = µs implies µs ∈ µ∗ (µs ). We say that Sender has a “downward bias.”
16
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4.1

Optimal experiment

After we prove the optimal experiment is conclusive about the state 0, we can pin it
down using a geometric approach. Additionally, given that we are focusing on Senderpreferred PBE, it can be verified without loss of generality to let Receiver break ties in
Sender’s favor (formally proved in the Appendix).17 Given one-sided common interest
in state 0, we only need to focus on Sender’s IC that
v(µ2 , α̂(µ2 )) ≥ v(µ2 , α̂(0))

(6)

Denote B = {µ2 ∈ (µ0 , 1] : inequality 6 is true}, which is not necessarily to be convex.
Now we construct a new function: v(µ) : [0, max{B}] → R.
(
v(µ) = v̂(µ),
if µ = 0 or µ ∈ B
(7)
v(µ) = inf v̂(µ),
if µ 6= 0 and µ ∈
/B
Therefore, we can construct a new function V (·) as the concavification of v(·).
V (µ) =

{γv(µ0 ) + (1 − γ)v(µ00 )}

sup
µ0 ,µ00 ∈[0,max B],

γ∈[0,1], s.t

γµ0 +(1−γ)µ00 =µ

Proposition 2. With A1, A10 and A2, if Sender can achieve expected payoff strictly
higher than with babbling, the highest ex-ante payoff he can achieve is V (µ0 ), whose
solution (0, µ∗2 ) is the optimal information structure where µ∗2 ∈ B.

Figure 4: Optimal experiment
Figure 4 is an example showing how we construct v and V . First, we find B, the set of
µ2 such that Sender weakly prefers to truthfully report information outcomes. Next,
v(µ) remains the same with v̂(µ) if µ = 0 or µ ∈ B. Otherwise, we let v(µ) be a
sufficiently small number, e.g., inf v̂(µ), when µ ∈ [0, max B]. By this construction,
we reduce Sender’s expected payoff from those experiments that are not incentive
compatible and to make them suboptimal. Last, we construct V as the concavifivation
of v. With the standard concavification argument, the incentive compatible experiment
(0, µ∗2 ) as the solution of V (µ0 ) is then optimal.
17

This result relies on our assumptions on Sender and Receiver preferences and this is not generally
true for arbitrary payoff functions.

16

5

When Sender Cannot Commit

In this section, we explore the possibility that Sender has no commitment power on
both information structure and disclosure policy. In particular, after Sender proposes
an experiment to Receiver, he is at liberty to choose any signal generating process
without being audited. This is an extreme case of limited commitment where Sender
has the least credibility. Nevertheless, the experiment itself becomes part of the equilibrium. In particular, one more incentive constraint to check is whether Sender has
incentive to deviate to another experiment.
Lemma 2. For any finite state space, an experiment π is part of an (informative)
full-communication equilibrium if and only if for each ω ∈ Ω,
u(α(µ(si )), ω) = max u(α(µ(s)), ω) for all si such that π(si |ω) > 0
s∈S

(8)

Essentially, condition (8) requires that, for each state ω and for all si that are generated
with positive probability in ω, reporting those signals is optimal in ω. When Sender
has no commitment power on information structure, a full-communication equilibrium
requires two sets of incentive constraints. (1) At stage 1: given Receiver’s decision
rule, Sender weakly prefers to perform the experiment that he proposes to Receiver.
(2) At stage 2: given the information structure Sender chooses, he weakly prefers to
report the true information outcomes. The first one is important when the proposed
experiment is not perfectly informative. In this case, deviating to a more informative
experiment would allow for (weakly) better use of the information in terms of which
message to send. Condition (8) ensures that a more informative experiment does
not give Sender strictly positive information value, and this condition turns out to
be sufficiently strong for ensuring the incentive constraints in stage 2. To see this,
consider an arbitrary experiment π shown as the below matrix.
s1
ω1
ω2
ω3



π11

 0
π31

s2 s3

π12
0

π22 π23 
0 π33

If this experiment induces a full communication equilibrium, then taking ω2 as example, Sender has to be indifferent between reporting s2 and s3 when the true state is ω2 .
Besides, both are optimal for Sender in ω2 . If this is not true, e.g., reporting s3 is not
optimal in ω2 , then Sender is strictly better off by deviating to a perfect information
structure. In particular, by splitting s3 into two signals that fully reveal ω2 and ω3
separately, then Sender can report the signal that gives him payoff higher than s3
when ω2 is revealed. This is strictly better than having non-degenerate belief µ(s3 )
and reporting s3 to Receiver. Furthermore, Sender’s incentive constraints in stage 2
hold trivially given condition (8). Formal proof is in the Appendix.
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Note that in this section, it is still without loss to focus on full communication equilibrium in terms of Sender’s expected payoff. In particular, to maintain the existence of a
pooling equilibrium, in each state ω, Sender has to be indifferent among all the signal
realizations that are generated in that state, meaning that he is indifferent among all
the messages he could disclose in ω given those realizations. By Lemma 2, this is strong
enough to induce a full communication equilibrium with the new experiment, which
is a garbling of the original experiment using the disclosure strategy as the garbling
matrix.
Proposition 3. An (informative) full communication equilibrium exists if and only if
there exists an (informative) equilibrium in which Sender is perfectly informed about
the true state and his expected payoff remains the same. Specifically, there exists a
distribution G and α(·), for each ω,
u(α(µj ), ω) =

max u(α(µ), ω) for all µj such that Pr(ω|µj ) > 0

(NC)

µ∈supp(G)

Proof. For the only if part, consider a full communication equilibrium with experiment π and condition (8) holds. Sender can replicate the same equilibrium outcome
by performing a fully-revealing experiment and using π as the disclosure policy, i.e.,
reporting µ(si ) with probability π(si |ω) when ω is fully revealed. Condition (8) implies
that this disclosure policy is incentive compatible. Additionally, with this construction, the distribution of Receiver’s posterior does not change and supp(G) = {µ(si )}.
Hence, by Claim 1, Sender obtains the same expected payoff. Therefore, we can modify condition (8) to (NC) by assuming Sender performing a fully-revealing experiment.
After Sender privately learns the true state ω, he considers it’s optimal to report any
belief in the set of {µj } that Pr(ω|µj ) > 0.
When Sender cannot commit to the experiment, though his preferences are statedependent, Proposition 3 implies that endogenous choice of experiment does not provide Sender with strictly positive valuation. Hence if Sender has no commitment
power, for any arbitrary payoff functions (transparent motives or state-dependent
preferences), it is without loss to discuss cheap talk game in which Sender is privately
informed about the true state. This rationalizes the cheap talk literature’s assumption
that Sender initially has perfect information.

6

Conclusion

This paper discusses cheap talk games where an uninformed sender can endogenously
acquire costless information about the payoff-relevant state. In the benchmark model,
it is optimal for Sender to fully reveal the common-interest state, since he can gain
more information value and meanwhile mitigate conflict of interests. Given this, we
18

characterize the optimal experiment geometrically. However, in the cases that Sender
has no commitment power, the freedom of endogenous information acquisition cannot
provide him with positive benefit.
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Appendix A
Proof of Claim 1
Though the message space is rich, it is without loss to assume M = supp(G). To
simplify the exposition, we omit the notion of α and we prove equation (1) from RHS
to LHS.
X

Pr(µr )v(µr , µr ) =

supp(G)

X

Pr(µr )

X
Ω

supp(G)

=

X

Pr(µr )

X X Pr(s)δ(µr |s)
Ω

supp(G)

=

µr u(µr , ω)

X XX
supp(G) Ω

S

Pr(µr )

µs (s)u(µr , ω)

Pr(s)δ(µr |s)µs (s)u(µr , ω)

S

=

X
S

supp(G)

Ω

=

X

X

δ(µr |s)v(µs (s), µr )

Pr(s)
Pr(s)

S

X

δ(µr |s)

X

µs (s)u(µr , ω)

supp(G)

Proof of Lemma 1
Let µi := µ(si ) ∈ supp(F ) and µj ∈ supp(G). We want to show that experiment G
is incentive compatible for a full communication equilibrium. In the original pooling
equilibrium, for each belief µj , there is a set of beliefs {µi }i∈I that a type-µi Sender recommends µj with probability δ(µj |si ) > 0, indicating that v(µi , α(µj )) ≥ v(µi , α(µ0j ))
for all µj , µ0j ∈ supp(G), and µj is a weighted average over beliefs {µi }i∈I . In particuP Pr(si )δ(µj |si )
µi . Note that for fixed action of Receiver, Sender’s expected
lar, µj = I P Pr(s
i )δ(µj |si )
I
payoff is linear in his belief. Hence,
v(µj , α(µj )) =

X
I

Pr(si )δ(µj |si )
P
v(µi , α(µj ))
I Pr(si )δ(µj |si )

If for all i ∈ I, type-µi Sender weakly prefers to report µj , then type-µj Sender weakly
prefers to report µj . Hence a full communication equilibrium exists with experiment
G, and Sender’s expected payoff remains the same by Claim 1.
Proof of inequality (2)
Denote supα v(µs , α(µr )) := f (µr ) and inf α v(µs , α(µr )) := f (µr ), where we omit the
notion for µs . Denote f (µr ) = α(µr )f (µr ) + (1 − α(µr ))f (µr ). We want to show that
f (λµr1 + (1 − λ)µr2 ) ≥ min{f (µr1 ), f (µr2 )}

(9)

Suppose it is not true, then f (λµr1 +(1−λ)µr2 ) < f (µr1 ) and f (λµr1 +(1−λ)µr2 ) < f (µr2 ).
Since, f (λµr1 + (1 − λ)µr2 ) ≥ f (λµr1 + (1 − λ)µr2 ), then by semi-continuity and payoff
function is one-side jump, there exists a µr3 → λµr1 + (1 − λ)µr2 such that µr3 is a convex
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combination of µr1 + (1 − λ)µr2 and µr2 . Then f (µr3 ) < f (µr2 ) and f (µr3 ) < f (µr1 ), which
violates A1. Since inequality (9) is true for all α(µr ), then v(µs , α(µr )) is quasi-concave
in µr no matter what the mixing probability Receiver is using.
Proof of Proposition 2
Call an equilibrium that Sender gets payoff strictly higher than with babbling a
profitable equilibrium. We want to check if it is without loss to assume Receiver
breaks ties in Sender’s favor. To show this, the set of incentive compatible experiments cannot shrink if we assume α = α̂. Essentially, v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) ≥ v(µ2 , α(0))
and v(0, α(0)) ≥ v(0, α(µ2 )) imply that v(µ2 , α̂(µ2 )) ≥ v(µ2 , α̂(0)) and v(0, α̂(0)) ≥
v(0, α̂(µ2 )). Note that the last inequality is always true given common interest assumption in state 0. Hence, we only need to check if v(µ2 , α̂(µ2 )) ≥ v(µ2 , α̂(0)): (1) Suppose
v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) > v(µ2 , α(0)), then by quasi-concavity, v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) > v(µ2 , α̂(0)) and
hence v(µ2 , α̂(µ2 )) > v(µ2 , α̂(0)); (2) Suppose v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) = v(µ2 , α(0)), then same
argument validates if there exists a µ ∈ (0, µ2 ) such that v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) = v(µ2 , α(0)) <
v(µ2 , α(µ)). Otherwise, there is no profitable equilibrium due to A10 even if v(µ2 , α̂(µ2 )) <
v(µ2 , α̂(0)).
Proof of lemma 2
Let πni := π(si |ωn ). First, we prove the only if part. Suppose this is not true, then
there exist a ωn and si such that u(α(µ(si )), ωn ) < maxs∈S u(α(µ(s)), ωn ). Then if
Sender deviates to a perfect signal structure, for all n such that πni > 0,
X
X
cni [max u(α(µ(s)), ωn )]
cni u(α(µ(si )), ωn ) <
v(µ(si ), α(µ(si ))) =
s

n

n

n)
. Then multiplying both LHS and RHS by Pr(si ) and summing
where cni = πni Pr(ω
Pr(si )
over i, we have
X
X
Pr(si )v(µ(si ), α(µ(si ))) <
Pr(ωn )[max u(α(µ(s)), ωn )]

i

n

s

Second, the if part is simply implied by u(α(µ(si )), ωn ) = maxs∈S u(α(µ(s)), ωn ) for
all i such that πni > 0. In particular, conditional on si being realized, the true state
must be one of the {ωn } that πni > 0. But no matter which one the true state is,
Sender weakly prefers to report si . Hence, the incentive constraints hold.

Appendix B
In this section, we are going to characterize the result without A10 .
Lemma 3. Suppose there exists an incentive compatible experiment (µ1 , µ2 ) where
µ0 ∈ (µ1 , µ2 ) and v(µ2 , α(µ)) is a constant for all µ ∈ [µ1 , µ2 ]. If there exists an
experiment (0, µ02 ) that is incentive compatible, then (0, µ02 ) dominates (µ1 , µ2 ).
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Proof. First, trivially, if (0, µ2 ) validates IC, then we can use the same proof as in
Proposition 1 to show (0, µ2 ) is better than (µ1 , µ2 ). Hence, we only need to focus on cases that (0, µ2 ) violates IC, in particular, v(µ2 , α(0)) ≥ v(µ2 , α(µ)) for all
µ ∈ [µ1 , µ2 ]. Additionally, v(0, α(0)) ≥ v(0, α(µ)) for all µ ∈ [µ1 , µ2 ], therefore
v(µ0 , α(0)) ≥ v(µ0 , α(µ)) for all µ ∈ [µ1 , µ2 ] and µ0 ∈ [0, µ2 ]. Hence if there exists
an experiment (0, µ02 ) that is incentive compatible, then µ02 > µ2 .
Now we want to show that Sender’s payoff from full communication equilibrium with
(µ1 , µ2 ) is weakly smaller than his payoff from conducting experiment (0, µ2 ) and
Receiver taking α(0), which is weakly smaller than that from full communication with
experiment (0, µ02 ). The first part is simple because Sender prefers to recommend
belief 0 rather than reporting belief µ1 or µ2 . The second part comes from two facts:
(1) (0, µ02 ) is a mean-preserving spread of (0, µ2 ) and (2) v(0, α(0)) ≥ v(0, α(µ02 )) and
v(µ02 , α(µ02 )) ≥ v(µ02 , α(0)). Hence, by the similar proof with Proposition 1, we can
have the second part.
P : {[a, b] 3 µ0 : ∀x ∈ [a, b], v(b, α(x)) is a constant and ∃x 6= x0 , s.t. α(x) 6= α(x0 )}.
Denote U : {b > µ0 : ∀[a, b] ∈ P}. Note that |U| ≤ 2. This is because, if for some
x 6= x0 , s.t. α(x) 6= α(x0 ) and v(b, α(x)) = v(b, α(x0 )), then for all b0 6= b, v(b, α(x)) 6=
v(b, α(x0 )), otherwise, α(x) = α(x0 ). Denote a(b) : {a < µ0 : min a s.t. [a, b] ∈ P}.
Πo : {(a(µ2 ), µ2 ) : µ2 ∈ U} is a set of experiments and contains at most two elements.
Proposition 4. With A1, A2 and one-sided common interest in state 0, suppose there
exists a equilibrium in which Sender gets payoff strictly higher than babbling. (1) If
B 6= ∅, then the highest payoff sender can achieve is V (µ0 ), whose solution (0, µ∗2 )
is the optimal experiment where µ∗2 ∈ B; (2) If B = ∅, then the optimal experiment
belongs to Πo .
Proof. The first part is straight forward given Lemma 3 and Proposition 1. For the
second part, if B = ∅, then a profitable equilibrium exists when (a) v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) =
v(µ2 , α(µ1 )) and v(µ2 , α(µ)) is a constant for all µ ∈ [µ1 , µ2 ]; and (b) v(µ1 , α(µ1 )) ≥
v(µ1 , α(µ2 )). Note that (b) can be implied by (a) for the reason that v(µ2 , α(µ1 )) =
v(µ2 , α(µ2 )) and v(0, α(µ1 )) ≥ v(0, α(µ2 )) (given the assumption of common interest
in state 0 and quasi-concavity). Considering some fixed µ2 and when (a) is satisfied,
all experiments (µ, µ2 ) where µ ∈ [µ1 , µ0 ) are incentive compatible. Among those
experiments, we want to show (a(µ2 ), µ2 ) is the best. Essentially, we want to show
(µ, µ2 ) dominates (µ0 , µ2 ) when µ < µ0 and µ, µ0 ∈ [µ1 , µ0 ): (1) v(µ, α(µ)) ≥ v(µ, α(µ0 ))
is implied by v(µ2 , α(µ)) = v(µ2 , α(µ0 )) and v(0, α(µ)) ≥ v(µ2 , α(µ0 )); (2) (µ, µ2 ) is a
mean-preserving spread of (µ0 , µ2 ). By (1) and (2), the optimal experiment belongs to
Πo for the same reason as in Proposition 1. Recall that the carnality of Πo is at most
two, hence it is easy to find the optimal experiment.
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